BIHOLOMORPHIC MAPS DETERMINED ON THE BOUNDARY by Nozomu MOCHIZUKI
Let X, Y be complex manifolds of pure dimension n where the holomorphic functions on X separate points ; let D be a relatively compact open subset ofX, and D a neighborhood ofD. Let/ : D-> Y be a holomorphic map. The object of the present note is to show under certain conditions that if/is one-to-one when restricted to the boundary bD of D, then/ : D -^/(D) is biholomorphic. In case X = Y = the complex plane, if bD is a rectifiable Jordan curve, then/(D) is the domain surrounded by the curve / (bD) and / : D-> f (D) is conformal. A corollary is deduced to extend this theorem to the case of higher dimensions. We begin with a lemma which will be stated in a form a little more general than actually needed. In what follows, differentiability will mean that ofC 00 . We denote by 3D the totality of regular points of bD ; that is, PQ CE 3D if and only if PQ G bD and there exist a neighborhood U ofpQ and a differentiable coordinate system 0 = (x^ , x^,. . . , x^) : U -> A (0 ; e), the e-cube in R 2 " centered at the origin 0, such that We shall show that /(3D -S) C 3G, where it should be noted that 3D <? S since 3D is a real (In -1 )-dimensional The support of /* Q in H is compact, so we get from the preceding formula applied to co = d6
a contradiction. Thus, we have proved /(3D -S) C bG. Now take U\ V as in the above. Since /(3D n U') C bG C /(&D) where /(3D H U') is open in /(&D), we can find a neighborhood W of qî n V' so that bG n W C /(3D n U'). Take V = V/-1 (A (0; p)) in W such that V n/(6D -U') = 0, and let U ^y'" 1 (V). We see that bG 0 V == /(3D H U). V is decomposed as follows :
Then, from V -/(3D 0 U) C G, we can deduce a contradiction just as in the above. Thus, V -G ^= 0 and, from the connectedness of /(U -D), we see that /(U-D)HGnv=0, which implies that/(D n U) = G n V. It follows that Tohoku University Kawauchi, Sendai Japan.
